
Conceiving the Superpuzzle

who had defended Miss Annabelle and Mr. Melbourne during
the criminal lawsuit. The former students had never met him.
Rico introduced him as the first lawyer who cut through the
hopelessly decaying legal profession to a career of pure honesty.

"It was so difficult because pure honesty in my profession
starts with exposing the judges," Salinski began. "It's not pure
honesty if you don't expose the judges' ego-justice, and the
judges control a lawyer's career. My decision of pure honesty
almost caused me to starve. After defending Miss Annabelle and

Mr. Melbourne, the judges punished me in trial after trial because

I had exposed ego-justice. They were out to squash me like a

bug. Judges are like a special fraternity, and word got around.
I couldn't win a case in court for two years. The prosecuting
attorneys would not settle because they knew they'd win in court.
They had all the leverage. Clients rightfully abandoned me
because I was a losing cause. Potential clients stayed away. I
had no income for nearly a year.

"One day, I read in the paper about a small entrepreneur
whose business was destroyed by the IRS. Moreover, he faced
criminal charges. No trial lawyers would defend him - they
were all afraid of the IRS, especially the Criminal Investigation
Division. Besides, the IRS froze all his accounts; he had no
money to pay a lawyer. So, I called him. I was right: he had
no money, but I said I would defend him anyway. I explained
my situation and that my defense would be a totally different
approach based on widescope accounting and pure honesty. He
had nothing to lose since he was going to prison anyway. So,
he agreed to my radically different approach. We were both at
our lowest points; we were both ready to thrive on exposing the
evil that put us there. ...Well, that was my famous Golden
Helmet trial and the turning point of my career."

Jake listened in fascination as Salinski told the story about
the start-up entrepreneur who could not squeeze the cash out of
his small company to pay his corporate taxes. He could not get
the cash out because it was tied up in inventory and other assets.

Although his company had made nearly $200,000 in profits, he
had no cash. By the time this small businessman could clear
the cash to pay the IRS, it was nearly time to do the next year's
taxes. Of course, the same thing would happen again and again,
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each year. What do I do? he worried. He had sleepless nights

fretting over his dilemma with the IRS. The compounding fear

and uncertainty of how to handle the situation caused the start-

up entrepreneur to never get into the system. He just did not

know how to handle the dilemma, and the IRS caused too much

intimidation for him to sit down with them and figure it out.

He just never knew how to get in the system with his cash flow
problem.

Salinski did not defend the fact that the original entrepreneur

had not gotten into the system. Instead, he turned to widescope

accounting: to the contribution struggling start-up entrepreneurs

make to society and the net gain not only to society, but to the

IRS itself. This start-up entrepreneur, with every penny of profit
needed for inventory and assets to keep the business functioning,
employed fourteen full-time employees. Al1 fourteen were paying

personal income taxes. In the early stages of this and any fragile
infant company, cash flow was its nutrition, and every penny was

needed for its demanding growth. To suck out cash each year

for profits that show up on the books only, profits completely
reinvested to keep up with a baby company's growth, would
starve the baby and kill it. The fourteen jobs and potential
hundreds of jobs would die forever. And this baby was the most

precious entity of any economy - this baby job creator who

should be able to grow up and create not 14 jobs, but hundreds

of jobs (all paying income taxes). Job creation, Salinski
emphasized, is the greatest value one can contribute to
society...and it is the greatest gift to the IRS itself'

Through his passionate delivery, during the Golden Helmet
trial, Salinski was able to move the jury. Jake could see why:
In just a few minutes today, Salinski demonstrated that the

carnivorous Criminal Investigation Division that raided, ravaged,

and destroyed the small publishing company was really preying

on a baby business for the benefit of the beast's own ever-
growing appetite to support its agents of force. The Golden

Helmet was a metaphor: the precious Start-up entrepreneurs would

wear the Golden Helmet to protect them from the beast. The

start-up entrepreneurs must be left alone by the beast during the

ever so fragile early years of feeding their baby companies with
precious assets so the baby can grow. The seedling companies
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pay the greatest value to society and to the IRS by creating
jobs.

This particular entrepreneur Salinski was defending was
completely willing and wanting to work out his debt to the IRS,
but the cID did not care about that. That criminal Investigation
Division used the opportunity to pounce and prey upon the
defenseiess baby company, raiding it with sixteen arm"d agents
and breaking constitutional rights without any accountabiliiy or
recourse. The IRS ripped the baby apart and ate it alive.

"In my closing argument," Salinski was saying, ,,I asked the
jurors to ask themselves if they ever entertained the thought of
starting their own business. I said if there was even a remote
chance that they just might consider someday starting their own
business, then they must protect themserves and their families
right now - this was their chance right there and then to protect
themselves by placing the Golden Helmet on the defendant and
setting him free. I said, 'He's not a criminal; he,s a hero! He,s
what makes society exist! Every business, every job you, your
children have ever had started because of this kind of hero: the
rare person who goes through the labor of giving birth to a
business. That person works long days and rate nigtrts to bring
prosperity and jobs to society. we must preserve and proteci
those rare benefactors to society and must never, never let the
beast destroy them!"'

Jake instinctively shouted "Yeah!" and stood up, clapping his
hands hard. Everyone in the room was cheering. Man, lake
thought, this Salinski can move a crowd. But it was no act.
He was so dynamic because he dissected justice and injustice
at the heart. No sound-good politics, no look-good illusions
affected Salinski. He was a true doctor of justice who went right
to the heart of the matter. His ability to cut through hundreds
of years of illusions built through politicization of society was
breathtaking. For salinski, justice overpowered anything else in
the courtroom including the judge, which made Salinski
unrelenting at battling injustice at all costs. Jake knew that any
jury listening to Salinski would feed on his fearlessness and
strength that stood up to tradition and the Establishment. The
famous Golden Helmet trial rocked the nation as the jury ignored
the ego-instructions of the federal judge and ignorea 1ne potiticat
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laws and came back with a not-guilty verdict on all counts.
with that historical verdict, salinski became the small

businessman's hero. Judges feared him because he could
overpower their ego-justice influence over a jury. Moreover, he
could often overturn a trial in the higher courts, putting a ceiling
on a district federal judge's career. young idealistic lawyers from
around the county wanted to come and work for salinski. He
hired a number of those young lawyers and developed a whole
new approach to law called Widescope Accorinting Law.
widescope Accounting Law, for the first time, went toe to toe
against what had previously seemed to be an unstoppable,
decaying legal system that ignored honesty, replaced by talented
battles among skilled lawyers. Before long. when traditional
lawyers went after value producers and ran into the new
widescope Accounting Lawyers 

- wAL nicknamed the wall -for the first time the value destruction stopped in its tracks...like
running into a brick wall. For the first time, the legal process
was shifting: toward supporting and upholding the value pioducer
instead of envying and destroying him.

wAL was so effective because it would expose the envious,
inadequate souls of those pressing the regulaiions or lawsuits
against benevolent value producers. wAL cut through the
illusions of politicians, regulators, tort rawyers and their
"compassionate" souls. wAL cut through the matrix of illusions
to show what nasty people those charming-in-appearance people
really were. Before long, politicians, regulators, igents of fo..",
prosecuting attorneys and judges secretly feared going against
wAL because their own souls went on trial. The prosecutors
became the prosecuted.

Salinski's widescope Accounting Lawyers became so effective
at exposing the agendas of those who attacked value producers
that government agents and other value destroyers steered clear
of businesses represented by wAL. As a competitive result,
small businesses all over the country were hiring protection from
wAL at a rapid rate. Salinski's wAL became the fastest-growing
legal practice in the country's history.

wAL was the first and only legal practice that refused the
manipulative truth oath that led to a dishonest chess game of
"truths" taken out of context by talented lawyers. Instead, WAL
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created the honesty oath that allowed its lawyers to adhere to
honesty, which gave them the freedom to put every out-of-context
"truth" into full and complete context. The honesty oath replaced
the words "I swear to tell the truth..." with "I swear to speak

with fully integrated honesty...". The Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled in favor of the Honesty Oath, which became the
only oath WAL recognized.

I'm sitting among geniuses, Jake thought. No...it's something
different. These people...what is it? What is it?

Mr. Melbourne was asked to talk next. What a good-looking
man, Jake thought. In his sixties, he maintained his hard-body
outdoors look. He was slim with broad shoulders and old-
fashioned, dashing movie-star looks.

"Well, I look around the room at you, twenty-six years after
I last saw you, and I am so moved by what I see. Do any of
you remember that picnic you had with my wife near the end

of our school year together, when I joined you in the afternoon?"
Jake looked around. The former students were smiling and

nodding.
"I told you then that you were different. Your minds were

working in a different way than your schoolmates in the other -

classes. I was still writing my book about that new mentality,
which I then called the mind of the future and, later, Neothink
for new think. In the third grade, you were already showing
signs of the new mentality. Today, you are showing the world
the next level of values achieved through living the new
mentality. With Neothink. you have surpassed intelligence and

its two-dimensional, linear arrangement of thoughts. You have
formed a new mind space created through building four-
dimensional, mental puzzles that take you to the next level
unreachable through intelligence alone. Now, you might wonder,
why did I jump from two-dimensional to four-dimensional?
While building your mental. puzzles, a point came for you when
you saw what the puzzle-pictures looked like when complete.
That never-before-seen puzzle-picture, that you were building, was

the future. You conquered the future - the fourth dimension
of time. Indeed, once you saw that puzzle-picture in your mind,
you knew exactly what the missing pieces to the puzzle-picture
looked like, thus you knew with omnipotence exactly what to
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do to complete the puzzle and create your future. Again, you
conquered the future. And by conquering the fourth dimension.
with the future puzzle-prcture now your guide in life, you no
longer needed external authorities to tell you how to live.

"When the people all around us evolve into Neothink and
guide themselves through this new mind space that creates their
futures and paves their roads in the present, then the institutions
of external authorities will collapse because people will use the
authority of their own minds in charge of their own futures. That
means governments and religions, both built on external
authorities, will collapse as we know them. They will be
replaced by structures that serve objective law and spiritual
harmony that have no basis in external authority. In fact, two
examples of those new political and religious structures already,
exist, both built through Neothink puzzles by two people in
this room: the Neo-Tech Party by Daniel Ward and the Church
of God-Man by Jeremiah Jones. Only their version of politics
and religion will survive mankind's final evolution into
Neothink."

Mr. Melbourne went on to explain that Neothink was man's
second great leap of power as significant as his first leap of
power from the automatically reacting "animal" mentality of the
bicameral man into human consciousness three-thousand years
ago. "When the masses leap into Neothink," he said, "the world
will advance into financial and emotional prosperity beyond
anything we can try to imagine now. What would the world
be like if hundreds of millions of people created values at the
level of you twelve?"

Jake's mind started wandering as he wondered, "What wili
that world be like?" He fancied the thought of the whole world
filled with hundreds of millions of geniuses like those in this
glass house. Moreover, they would be free of debilitating
politicization as governments and theocracies came crashing
down. Just what would the changes be? The thought was so
titillating, Jake missed a portion of Mr. Melbourne's talk. When
he caught himself daydreaming, Jake scolded himself, for he
knew he should not miss one word from the mouths of geniuses
like these.

"Underlying this Neothink mentality is total and complete
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honesty with oneself to see and act on reality," Mr. Melbourne
was saying. "If you cannot see through illusions created by
external authorities or created by your own internal feelings,
investments, or desires, then you cannot snap together reality,
because illusions fall apart into nonrealities - into nothing. You

cannot make the leap into the new mind space of building
Neothink puzzles, for a person can only snap together reality to

steadily build a mental ptzzle called Neothink. He cannot snap

together illusions because they disintegrate into nothing and no

puzzle builds; so the ordinary person today never enters the new

mind space of Neothink...he can never build a ptzzle to reveal
a breakthrough puzzle-picture. He has no power in life. If he

could pierce through appearances to the essences, he would
discover what you have discovered...the opposite of his boring
life: the world of exhilarating stimulation. His growing puzzle-
picture would take him to the next level - never reached before
in his endeavor - by knowing what the missing p:uzzle pieces

looked like to the prosperous future he's created in his mental
p:uzzle. Through hard honesty used to cut through appearances

to the essence of things - to reality - one can begin snapping

together knowledge and building real mind puzzles. I was -so

very impressed the first time I watched you twenty-seven years

ago...you were eight-year-old kids building mental puzzles! Then

I learned your teacher's secret: she persistently cut through
appearances to the essence of things - to reality - in her
general lectures. We all know what trouble that got her into
with the school board. Her relentless integrity to reality
created some shocking lectures, such as the one with Ian
questioning the existence of God...or the early lecture about
love. It was her integrity to honesty that led to our twenty-
six-year separation from you, whom we loved more than
anything in this world.

"Well, what happened to your teacher and to Bruce Salinski
are examples of how difficult this consistent and complete
honesty is in our world, in our anticivilization. People become

ostracized and punished. But that'll change. As also exemplified
by you, your teacher and Bruce, the competitive advantages will
take over. You and your successes are microcosms of what's
to come worldwide.
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